1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

Members of the ubiquitin multiprotein family function as covalent modifiers of other proteins. These post-translational modifications (PTMs) then cause the target protein to be relocated to another subcellular location (Dye and Schulman, [@B6]). In the case of SUMO (the small ubiquitin-like modifier), attachment can affect processes including gene transcription and cell-cycle progression, although the mechanisms by which relocation within the nucleus achieves this are far from clear (Geiss-Friedlander and Melchior, [@B9]). While sumoylation seems largely to be restricted to the nucleus, a few non-nuclear proteins have been proposed to be sumoylated (Watts, [@B31]). SUMO substrates are often difficult to validate due to the low stoichiometry of the SUMO modification: however, proteomic approaches have lead to the identification of many putative substrates (reviewed in Rosas-Acosta *et al.*, [@B26]).

Like other PTMs, sumoylation occurs at accessible linear motifs (LMs), usually in regions of natively disordered polypeptide (reviewed in Diella *et al.*, [@B4]). Sumoylation occurs on a lysine in a motif that can be described by the pattern φK.E where φ=hydrophobic (Girdwood *et al.*, [@B11]; Rodriguez *et al.*, [@B25]) or the regular expression \[VILMAFP\]K.E as used in the ELM linear motif resource (Puntervoll *et al.*, [@B23]). Sumoylated proteins that do not have the classical consensus motif have also been reported (Zhou *et al.*, [@B33]). The φK.E pattern matches nearly half of the proteins in Swiss-Prot (Yang *et al.*, [@B32]), indicating that most of the matches are false positive. As a consequence, there have been several attempts to try to extend this motif to get more specificity, resulting in the identification of different extended SUMO consensus motifs. Thus, the phosphorylation-dependent sumoylation motif (PDSM) φK.E..SP has been described in a subset of substrates, mainly transcriptional regulators: the phosphorylation of the SP motif regulates the interaction between the substrates and the SUMO-conjugating machinery, promoting sumoylation of the substrates (Hietakangas *et al.*, [@B13]). In a second analysis, a cluster of acidic residues downstream from the core of many SUMO sites has been shown to be important for substrate binding and subsequent sumoylation (Yang *et al.*, [@B32]). The importance of negative charges was also identified in substrates like Elk-1 and LRH-1; this extended SUMO consensus motif was named NDSM, negatively charged amino acid-dependent sumoylation motif.

The C/EBP transcription factors regulate cellular proliferation and differentiation of a range of cell types. They have been described as both tumour promoters and tumour suppressors, indicating that their regulatory system is complex (Nerlov, [@B22]). In C/EBPα, a regulatory domain motif (RDM) has been shown to inhibit the activity of an activation domain in a position-independent, but dose-dependent manner. The RDM was characterized by the consensus \[VIL\]K.EP and it was shown that sumoylation of lysine at position 2 decreases its inhibitory function *in vitro* (Kim *et al.*, [@B17]; Nerlov, [@B22]).

A major hindrance to bioinformatic investigation of LM occurrences is that simple database searches do not yield significant results, while the false instances of motifs vastly outnumber the true ones. However, with improved sequence database annotation, LMs can sometimes be significantly enriched with certain keywords. Thus, Copley used transcriptional keywords to detect and justify new examples of the EH1 transcriptional repressor motif (Copley, [@B3]). A similar approach in combination with disorder prediction and conservation scoring, has shown that KEN-box destruction motifs are significantly enriched in the set of UniProt/Swiss-Prot entries annotated with cell-cycle keywords and Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Michael *et al.*, [@B20]).

In this article, we report a computational investigation based on the RDM of C/EBPs. We refined the motif in the aligned C/EBP RDM sequence segments and then deployed a protocol involving keyword enrichment, native disorder prediction and conservation scoring in a survey of protein sequence databases. Highly significant results for motif matches were obtained with sets of entries annotated with keywords, such as nucleus, transcription and chromatin. The conservation pattern of the C/EBP motif was found to be the archetype of a linear motif, which we term KEPE, which is present in many nuclear proteins of the metazoa.

2 METHODS {#SEC2}
=========

2.1 Motif search {#SEC2.1}
----------------

The interactive motif search tool SIRW combines regular expression searches with keyword searches of text annotation (Ramu, [@B24]). SIRW ([sirw.embl.de/](sirw.embl.de/)) was used to explore the human UniProt/Swiss-Prot database (release 54.7; 18054 entries for *Homo sapiens*) with the C/EBP-derived KEPE regular expression, \[MILVFT\]K.EP.{1,4}\[DE\]. To limit the search space, relevant annotation terms, such as nucleus, transcription and chromatin were used to search the fields for the GO terms \[the Gene Ontology annotation (Harris *et al.*, [@B12]; The_Gene_Ontology_Consortium, [@B29])\] as well as the separate keyword (KW) fields for keywords. (Note that the GO and KW searches are not formally equivalent because the GO terms include longer phrases in the definitions, while the annotators are also likely to have used different guidelines.) In order to assess the significance of the relative enrichment, we calculated *P*-values using Fisher\'s exact test (available in Excel and the R package).

2.2 Motif permutation controls {#SEC2.2}
------------------------------

It is important to exclude artefactual or trivial reasons for motif enrichment, such as a bias in favour of the amino acids K, E and P. Therefore, in order to control for the background frequency, we permuted the three fully conserved residues in the KEPE motifs (KPEE; EKPE; EPKE; PEKE; PKEE) as well as a specific permutation (KEEP) for the two residues P and \[DE\] that extend the SUMO motif. Then we examined them for keyword association and conservation score (CS) as for the KEPE. Results for the controls are presented in detail in the [Supplementary Material](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1).

2.3 Modular protein architecture context {#SEC2.3}
----------------------------------------

Motif matches were evaluated for presence in known globular domains using the Pfam and SMART domain databases (Letunic *et al.*, [@B18]; Sammut *et al.*, [@B27]). IUPred (<http://iupred.enzim.hu/>) (Dosztanyi *et al.*, [@B5]) was used to test whether the motifs were found in predicted globular or natively disordered regions (also known as IUP, intrinsically unstructured polypeptide). Using the IUPred 'long' parameter setting to predict longer stretches of disorder, flanking regions of 15 amino acids upstream and downstream of the motif were scored, applying a value of 0.4 as the cut-off threshold.

2.4 Evolutionary conservation {#SEC2.4}
-----------------------------

Each match of the KEPE and the permuted motifs in Swiss-Prot proteins was also scored for conservation in homologous proteins using the CS method described in Chica *et al.* ([@B2]). This approach has already been applied for the KEN box motif (Michael *et al.*, [@B20]). The dataset used for calculating the CS included proteins (i) that are annotated to be in the nuclear or cytoplasmic compartment and (ii) whose motif match is found in a disordered/unstructured region according to the IUPred prediction. To compare the CS distribution between KEPE and the permutation controls, we used the Kolmogorov--Smirnov (KS) goodness of fit test.

2.5 Proteome analysis {#SEC2.5}
---------------------

We wrote a script to analyse the frequency of the motif and its permutations in human and yeast proteomes. We downloaded all proteins having associated GO terms from the EnsEMBL resource for *H.sapiens* (Hubbard *et al.*, [@B15]) and from the SGD resource (Hong *et al.*, [@B14]) for *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and we obtained two datasets of 16 504 and 5327 proteins, respectively. Subsequently, we ran IUPred using the 'long' parameter as before (Dosztanyi *et al.*, [@B5]). The ELM conservation filter (Chica *et al.*, [@B2]) was then applied to assess the conservation of the matches.

3 RESULTS {#SEC3}
=========

3.1 Survey of Swiss-Prot with the KEPE regular expression {#SEC3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Using an alignment of *Drosophila* C/EBP and the four vertebrate paralogues C/EBPα, -β -δ and -ε ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. 1](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)) we noted that downstream of the RDM motif \[VIL\]K.EP there are some additional conserved acidic residues, especially in positions 3 and 4 after the proline. Earlier studies have partially described the motif that matches the observed sequence conservation (Kim *et al.*, [@B17]). We term the motif KEPE after the conserved residues. The motif is not in a known globular domain but rather in a region predicted to be natively disordered ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). To investigate if the observed motif could be present in other proteins, we undertook a survey for the KEPE-bearing proteins in the human entries of the UniProt/Swiss-Prot database (The_UniProt_Consortium, [@B30]) using the motif \[MLIVFT\]K.EP.{1,4}\[DE\]. We evaluated whether the matching proteins were found in the nuclear compartment or more widely. Since most LMs are known to be in natively disordered polypeptide segments (Fuxreiter *et al.*, [@B8]), the KEPE matches were also evaluated for a clash with known globular domains using the SMART server (Letunic *et al.*, [@B18]) or in predicted globular structure reported by IUPred (Dosztanyi *et al.*, [@B5]). Fig. 1.The KEPE motif in C/EBP transcription factors. (**A**) The IUPred plot predicts human C/EBPα to be almost entirely natively disordered (the higher the peak, the more disordered). Like the KEPE motif, the leucine zipper (BRLZ) is also predicted as natively disordered (correctly so, since it must dimerise as coiled coil to acquire a stable folded structure). (**B**) C/EBP KEPE motif: an alignment of the RDM motif from *Drosophila* C/EBP and four vertebrate paralogues C/EBPα, -β, -δ and -ε (CEBPA, CEBPB, CEBPD and CEBPE) show the conservation of the motif (K is the sumoylated residue).

Of 331 human proteins matching the KEPE regular expression, 168 were annotated as localized in the 'nuclear compartment'. Of those, more then 130 had KEPE matches localized in non-globular regions according to the IUPred prediction. These sequences were enriched in the functional classes 'transcription factor' or 'chromatin modifier' and in the GO class 'protein function' related to 'transcription'. In only three cases was the KEPE motif found within a known globular domain according to SMART prediction. In these three paralogous bromodomain and PHD-finger containing proteins BRD1, BRF1 and BRF3 (Swiss-Prot:O95696, P55201, Q9ULD4), the KEPE motifs fell within PHD-finger domains. Since these KEPE motifs were found in the most variable loop of the PHD-finger (where an insertion of 15 residues or more is often found, SMART: SM00249), they could be potentially accessible for interaction.

Results of combined motif--keyword searches with SIRW are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}: Several terms show enrichments that are highly significant according to the Fisher\'s exact test. The enrichment was particularly significant with the 'transcription', 'bzip' and 'znf' keywords as well as for 'nuclear' compartment. There is a possibility that this enrichment could be driven by the high background frequency of the embedded SUMO motif. In order to test this possibility, we calculated the enrichment using human sequences matching the SUMO motif as the background distribution. The *P*-values 'S' in the right column show that the enrichment is still significant. Significant enrichment is not, *per se*, proof of function and could be for a trivial reason, such as strong amino acid bias or 4-fold increased mean protein length in transcriptional proteins. This can be controlled for by using test motifs that contain the same amino acids and information complexity, which can be obtained by permuting residues in the motif. When we performed the same analysis using permuted motifs, we found moderate enrichment for some keywords (see [Supplementary Tables 1 and 2](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)) but KEPE enrichment is always greater. Table 1.Enrichment of KEPE motif matches with various term combinations from the KW and/or GO term fields in Swiss-Prot entriesKeywords[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^b^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}No.TotalTotal*P*-value*P*-valueKEPE[^c^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}H[^d^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}S[^d^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}H[^e^](#TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}S[^e^](#TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}Homo sapiens33118 0547707----GO=cytoplasm^\*^!nucleus35230311462.45E−012.67E--02or KW=cytoplasm^\*^!nucleus^\*^GO=nuclear^\*^\|nucleus\|168360817892.10E−369.41E--29nucleolus!cytoplasm^\*^ orKW=nuclear^\*^!cytoplasm^\*^\|nucleus!cytoplasm^\*^Link=znf^\*^7915777996.82E−174.01E--13Link=bzip^\*^179357.58E−188.62E--15GO=transcription^\*^9012396277.43E−312.36E--26GO=chromatin^\*^ or212131394.12E−104.08E--07KW=chromatin^\*^GO:0003700365062643.55E−124.65E--10(transcription factoractivity)GO:00082709164743.32E−034.20E--03(zinc ion binding)GO:0006355172531314.60E−064.11E--05(Regulation of transcription,DNA-dependent)[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]

Genuine LMs that function in cell regulation are found to be conserved in homologous proteins (Neduva and Russell, [@B21]). Therefore, we applied the ELM CS pipeline (Chica *et al.*, [@B2]) to assess KEPE motif conservation. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} compares the distributions of CS values for matches to KEPE and its permuted motifs; the comparison was repeated for nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins. In the nuclear set, the KEPE motif shows much stronger conservation than the permuted motifs. Furthermore the CS distributions of all permuted instances are significantly different to the KEPE distribution with *P*-values ranging from 0.00 to 0.01 ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). This result strongly supports a predicted function for KEPE in a nuclear role. Fig. 2.Conservation score distributions for the KEPE motif and the six permutations comparing the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments. KEPE bearing proteins were retrieved from UniProt/Swiss-Prot with the compartment keyword expressions in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, processed for IUPred disorder prediction and evaluated for the ELM CS score. To enable comparison, the sets have been normalized into percentages and sorted into five CS score bins. The table in (**A**) shows that the KEPE matches have a significantly different conservation distribution in the nucleus compared with the controls. *n*=number of instances, D=maximum difference between the cumulative distributions, *P*-value=significance of the difference D, according to the KS test. KEPE matches also show a peak of strong conservation (unmatched by the controls) in the nucleus (**B**) but not in the cytoplasm (**C**). These results are consistent with a lack of functionality of the KEPE motif in the cytosol (since this is the implied meaning of 'cytoplasm' in Swiss-Prot).

We were worried that matches in multiprotein families might have skewed the results in favour of the KEPE motif. Therefore, the set of sequences matching the KEPE and the permuted motifs were checked for the number of paralogous assignments retrieved using EnsEMBL mappings (Hubbard *et al.*, [@B15]). Most of the matches are in proteins with one or no paralogues ([Supplementary Fig. 2](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)). This result shows that the higher frequency observed for the KEPE matches in the maximum CS range is not artificially caused by a higher number of paralogues in the corresponding protein families. This implies that the number of KEPE matches appearing in paralogues of the same protein reflects their functional value and not a tendency of those protein families to have more paralogues.

The non-significant differences obtained for KEPE versus the motif permutations for proteins annotated as cytoplasmic serve as a negative control ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Indeed, here the KEPE instances are as non-conserved as the permuted ones, consistent with a lack of functionality in the cytosol.

3.2 Surveys of human and yeast proteomes with the KEPE regular expression {#SEC3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although Swiss-Prot GO terms are also mapped to the EnsEMBL human proteome via the GOA database (Camon *et al.*, [@B1]), EnsEMBL provides additional electronically generated GO annotation. The EnsEMBL human proteome is also more complete than in Swiss-Prot. Since the Swiss-Prot searches were interactive, we wanted to evaluate whether a fully automated proteome pipeline could produce qualitatively similar results. As shown in [Supplementary Fig. 3](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1), an equivalent GO term---IUPred---CS assessment protocol yields an even stronger nuclear conservation plot than for the interactive Swiss-Prot survey ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). An automated pipeline allows the component stages to be evaluated separately. The keyword and the IUPred assignment steps each individually contributed clear enrichment of conserved motifs, affirming their individual and combinatorial relevance to motif prediction ([Supplementary Fig. 3](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)).

The annotation of the yeast *S.cerevisiae* proteome in the SGD project is also extensive. The CS distributions were obtained for the yeast proteome using the same pipeline. In this case neither the keywords, nor the IUPred assignments provide any support for the KEPE motif, relative to the permutation controls. Moreover [Supplementary Figure 4](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1) shows that most of the matches of KEPE and the permuted motifs are non-conserved in yeast. In addition, the number of matches to the KEPE motif in the yeast proteome is lower than expected (55) compared with the human proteome (331). This result is independent from the distributions of the K, P and E amino acids since their distributions are very similar in the human and yeast proteomes (Echols *et al.*, [@B7]). Therefore, the difference in the number should depend only in the total sequence length of both proteomes. While the human to yeast proteome length ratio is 3.66, the ratio of the number of retrieved matches is nearly the double, 6.01. Thus, our protocol was unable to provide any evidence in favour of the existence of KEPE motifs in yeast. Manual screening of KEPE matches for plant, fungal and other non-metazoan protein entries in UniProt/Swiss-Prot likewise failed to provide evidence for plausible KEPE motifs. We surmise that KEPE motifs arose and proliferated in the metazoan lineage.

3.3 Three KEPE length variations {#SEC3.3}
--------------------------------

Inspection of the KEPE motif conservation in individual protein families showed that there are three length variants in the flexible gap after the P and preceding the last conserved negatively charged position. Typical KEPEs as in C/EBPs allow a 2--3 residue gap. Juns have longer variants and some Mafs have shorter variants ([Supplementary Fig. 5](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)). In all the alignments examined, the three variant motifs were never observed to interconvert during evolutionary change (although they are often found superimposed, e.g. in C/EBPα, NFATC1-3, TOP1, HDAC4, FOS, see [Supplementary Table 3](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)). This curious behaviour suggests that the length variants are functionally distinct, perhaps in a subtle way: for example, they could be recognized by different paralogous proteins; or they might all be recognized by the same protein but be modulated by interactions with distinct additional factors.

3.4 KEPE-bearing proteins {#SEC3.4}
-------------------------

KEPE motifs are mostly found in transcription factors and proteins that are broadly involved in modifying chromatin conformation. Therefore, a role in modulating gene expression seems to be inevitable. The highest KEPE enrichment is in the leucine zipper class of transcription factor, where 30% possess the motif. As many KEPE sites are known to be sumoylated ([Supplementary Table 3](http://bioinformatics.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/btn594/DC1)), a clear inference is that all KEPE sites are modified by sumoylation. The motif is sometimes found to be conserved in orthologous proteins for more then 500 million years, as in C/EBPs from *Drosophila* and vertebrates ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). However, in many paralogous gene families that originated with the genome expansion associated with the origin of the vertebrates (Gibson and Spring, [@B10]; Kasahara, [@B16]; Meyer and Van de Peer, [@B19]), KEPE motif evolution is much more dynamic. In the Fos transcription factor family, KEPE is conserved in cFos and Fra2 but absent from FosB and Fra1. It is found in HDAC4 and 9 but not in other histone deacetylases. There can be from 0 to 3 KEPE motifs in various NFATC transcription factor paralogues. Several Klf zinc-finger proteins have KEPEs in separate non-superposable locations: these motifs are likely to have independent origins by point mutation within large natively disordered polypeptide segments.

The KEPE motif is larger than the sequence conservation associated with sumoylation sites. It is possible that the additional conserved residues might be important to (i) be recognized by other binding proteins and/or (ii) in regulating the modification of the motif in other ways, e.g. by lysine acetylation, methylation or ubiquitinylation. \[Thus, the tumour suppressor HIC1 can be sumoylated on a lysine which is also a target for acetylation, suggesting that this motif might represent a sumoylation/acetylation switch (Stankovic-Valentin *et al.*, [@B28]).\] The simplest model for KEPE function would be for a KEPE-binding protein to block access to the sumoylation site. Since sumoylation is reported to relieve transcriptional inhibition by the RDM element of C/EBP (Kim *et al.*, [@B17]), unsumoylated KEPE should be bound by a protein that acts as a repressor (at least in this context). Since many of the KEPE proteins are assigned as chromatin modifiers, rather than as transcription factors *per se*, such a shared system of repression would be expected to be interlinked to chromatin conformational state. Experimental identification of the ligand proteins binding to the short, medium and long KEPEs may provide a new perspective on gene regulation.

4 CONCLUSIONS {#SEC4}
=============

LMs constitute nodes in cell regulatory networks that are acted upon by regulatory and signalling proteins and their domains. Here, we describe a new linear motif---KEPE---that is widespread in metazoan nuclear proteins classified as transcription factors or chromatin modulators. KEPE function is expected to regulate sumoylation, a proposal, which may be tested experimentally by biochemical and genetic means. Since KEPE is a common motif, elucidation of its function will have broad significance for understanding gene regulation in animals.
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[^2]: ^a^Search terms which have been used to retrieve the KEPE sequences.

[^3]: ^b^In Swiss-Prot the annotation 'cytoplasm' is used (incorrectly) as a synonym for 'cytosol'.

[^4]: ^c^Number of sequences matching the KEPE pattern \[MLIVTF\]K.EP.{1,4}\[DE\] used in combination with the various search terms.

[^5]: ^d^Total number of sequences (as obtained with the SIRW search tool, in Swiss-Prot release 54.7) matching the search terms shown in the left column. (H): all human sequences; (S): human sequences with the SUMO motif \[VILMTF\]K.E.

[^6]: ^e^The *P*-value for the relative enrichment was calculated by the Fisher\'s exact test from the R package (for total 'H' and total 'S').
